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DELIVERING BRAZIL 2016: 

A HURDLE TOO FAR? 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Over the last four years, UK exports to Brazil have grown by 20%, reaching £2.5 billion. However, 

Brazil’s post office - Correios - is creaking under the strains presented by its rapidly growing e-

commerce market. The Olympics could be the final straw for Brazil’s stretched infrastructure. 

1. Special procedures are in place for Olympic athletes and officials, but these could still be hit 

hard by an ongoing Customs strike. Such a move would draw attention to the strikers’ cause. 

2. Brazil is the world’s 9th largest e-commerce market. But the rate of growth has outpaced 

reforms to Brazil’s state post office leading to several month’s delays for e-commerce 

imports. The Olympics could be a demand too far. 

3. Heightened security for the Olympics is also predicted to delay deliveries 

4. Brazil’s customs procedures are slow and arcane even without the current strike 

5. Too many shipments ‘disappear’. 

6. Brazil is ranked 72 in the Transparency International’s corruption perception index (CPI) 

7. Organised crime is a significant problem in some parts of Brazil 

8. The UK does not currently have a free trade agreement with Brazil. 

9. Imports to Brazil either face a flat tax of 60% and 18% VAT for parcels; or six different taxes 

on items for resale. 

10. Brazil has a protectionist economy and has one of the highest number of new potentially 

trade-restrictive measures  

 

Visitors to Rio 2016 need to be very aware a large number of items are prohibited from being 

shipped to Brazil: 

1. Take all the funds you need. Cheques are banned from being mailed or shipped in a parcel, 

as are activated credit cards, banknotes and even stamps that have not been previously 

postmarked. 

2. Athletes should never attempt to take equipment independently of their national team’s 

arrangement.  Sports equipment and accessories are prohibited from being shipped by 

parcel. All forms are firearms are also prohibited, as are swords for fencing etc.   

3. Taking precautions against the Zika virus? Be careful if shipping mosquito repelling blankets, 

perfumes that double as bug repellents etc. Imported pharmaceuticals and products 

containing chemicals face stringent regulations. 

4. Prescription drugs that do not exist in Brazil are only permitted if the receiver provides a 

‘purpose letter of use’ and the original prescription from the country of origin; signed by a 

professional.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The 2016 Olympic Games take place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil this August (5-21 August) and over 

500,000 [1]] foreign visitors are expected to flock to the Games. If you run a business shipping items 

to Brazil during this period - or simply plan to be a visitor enjoying the spectacle – then the Road to 

Rio presents some unique opportunities.  

However, it cannot be denied there are also some Olympian problems facing anyone shipping to 

Brazil. From sporting memorabilia to essential items accidentally left at home, a huge volume of 

parcels are expected to be shipped into Brazil during August – and there are genuine doubts 

surrounding the creaking delivery infrastructure in Brazil.  

These issues could even impact on the Games themselves. As discussed later, special rules fast-track 

Olympic teams’ equipment into the country, bypassing normal checks and tariffs. However, even 

with a specific law passed to exempt Olympic teams from Brazil’s standard red tape, officials still 

have the right to examine equipment if they feel there is a reason to. If they use this right to stop 

and examine team’s equipment it could potentially delay events, while bringing attention to their 

grievances. 

 

SHIPPING TO BRAZIL – A MARATHON OR A SPRINT? 

In 2014 over 200,000 Brits visited Brazil, many for the World Cup. The Foreign Office predicts that 

many thousands of UK citizens will again be making the trip this year.  

Getting yourself into Brazil needs a little forward planning – and so does shipping a parcel there. On 

average it costs around £45 to ship an Express parcel to Brazil through a service such as Fastlane 

International, and it should be delivered in 3-4 working days. DHL, UPS and TNT are the major 

carriers serving Brazil and are Fastlane’s partners throughout Brazil and South America.  

Shipping items economy class is a little cheaper but can lead to delays measured in months as the 

growth of Brazil’s e-commerce market strains the existing post office infrastructure. 

The Road to Rio: UK exports 

are worth £2.5billion; but 

shipping to Brazil has its 

challenges. Could backlogs 

ultimately lead to a delayed 

Olympic event? 
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Remember, a Brazil Tax ID is now mandatory for all goods shipments. If the receiver is not a Brazilian 

citizen, their passport can be used instead. This is important to bear in mind if you are visiting Brazil 

for the Olympics and are having a parcel sent to you directly [2].  

Brazil has made huge efforts to make life as simple and enjoyable as possible for visitors during Rio 

2016, but there are a number of hurdles to clear if you are trading between the UK and Brazil, or 

simply sending luggage or other items ahead. 

Olympic teams’ equipment has been fast-tracked – but does still face the threat of delays: see 

section ‘Olympic Teams ‘Fast Laned’. 

 

 

THE CUSTOMS STRIKE BACK 

The first significant obstacle anyone sending items to Brazil is that the Brazilian Customs Officials 

have started a new, indefinite, strike. The strike was called just three weeks before the Olympic’s 

Opening Ceremony. The Sindifisco union of federal tax auditors, who are in charge of customs and 

other tax monitoring duties, launched the strike to pressure the government to honour its promise 

to raise their wages by 5.5 percent. The UPS Service Bulletin of June 13 states that the items are 

likely to be cleared 24 hours after arrival at Customs (for Express items). Economy service packages 

could take considerably longer. 

The Brazilian customs authorities have staged strikes regularly since 2012, with some lasting over 50 

days. The impact of these strikes has been varied – but as Brazilian customs has something of a 

reputation for delays even when not on strike, it’s not good news for people and businesses shipping 

parcels or goods to Brazil. 

Brazil’s Customs and Tax officials will down tools every Tuesday and Thursday – and the strike could 

cost the cash-strapped government about 1.5 billion Reals ($455 million) in tax revenue every 

month. [3]  

Brazil will play host to 

500,000 foreign visitors this 

year. It’s a great business 

opportunity but will put 

added strain on Brazil’s 

logistics infrastructure. 
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The strike was called after the Brazilian planning ministry said in a statement that it was reviewing 

wage agreements originally signed by suspended President Dilma Rousseff. Brazil’s politics are in an 

even greater turmoil than the UK’s post-Brexit: as the country’s first female President, Dilma 

Rousseff, was controversially suspended, facing impeachment, for allegedly manipulating 

government accounts ahead of the previous election. 

The tax auditor’s union President, Claudio Damasceno, claims: "If the strike continues it will certainly 

disrupt the Olympics." 

 

ECONOMY SERVICE: A FALSE ECONOMY? 

Packages sent from a foreign country to Brazil are handled by the Brazilian State Post Office 

(Correios) or by a private company such as DHL, UPS, TNT, and FedEx. Normally, if the item is sent 

from a foreign country's public post office, it will be delivered by Correios. Shippers are often 

recommended to send Express rather than Economy, however, as express items are tracked and will 

be delivered far more swiftly.  

Express deliveries through DHL, UPS, TNT and FedEx bypass the stretched Brazilian postal 

infrastructure. Correios doesn’t enjoy the world’s best reputation for speed, and nor, for that 

matter, does Brazil’s Customs department. 

To give it credit, Correios was actually ranked the most reliable institution in Brazil in 2010 and has 

an 82% approval rating amongst Brazilians. But it faces tough challenges. Brazil is the fifth largest 

country in the world, and this means the distances Correios’ deliveries must travel are significant. 

While roads in urban areas are good, routes to remote villages are far from ideal and this impacts on 

delivery times. 

The top challenge for Correios though is the incidence of theft and non-deliveries. Many consumers 

claim they received empty boxes instead of what they ordered. 

Brazil Business explains ‘Sometimes the reason is that the mailman or the courier (when the deliver 

is made by Sedex) is robbed. Some areas (like shantytowns) are refused by private logistic companies 

for being dangerous. Correios does not have the option of avoiding these areas, so its employees are 

always subject to robbery. In some other cases – rare ones -  the robbery is also performed by 

employees. 

‘Theft and non-delivery problems are rarely solved by Correios, as many times the customer cannot 

prove what was posted and how much it costs.’ [4]  
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Previously there was a potential tax advantage in using the inefficient Correios service over an 

international courier. The Global Data Consortium’s Managing Partner, Bill Spruill, explains: 

‘Merchants and shoppers found Correios would accept a parcel without a tax ID number (CPF), ship 

it to a local post office near its final destination, and send notice to the buyer to come in to pay the 

tax and accept the shipment. Correios was supposed to collect duties on behalf of Brazil Customs. 

But their enforcement was spotty at best, and plenty of people took advantage of that.’ 

No more. Seeing that it was losing a lot of tax revenue, the Brazilian government mandated in 2015 

that Correios must do a better job of collecting duties. Now all shipments into Brazil must be clearly 

labelled with the recipient’s name, address, and CPF Tax ID to make it past Customs. If it doesn’t 

have the CPF, the package will either be shipped-back or destroyed, and the sender will be 

responsible for paying a fine. [5] 

 

E-COMMERCE EXPLOSION 

Online shopping has grown rapidly in Brazil. E-commerce turnover amounted to 41.3 billion Brazilian 

reals in 2015, approximately 11.13 billion U.S. dollars. [6] In fact Brazil is now the 9th largest e-

commerce market in the world. [7] It is the only Latin American country in the global top 10, with 80 

million digital shoppers in 2015. 

However, only 28% of the packages sent to Brazil via the postal network are actually tracked, 

meaning merchants can’t provide updates to customers regarding the status of their shipments. [8] 

EBay UK’s Guide to Shipping to Brazil states: ‘Brazilian customs are slow. It may take up to a month 

for an Ordinary or a Registered parcel be released from customs. For Priority and EMS (Express), 

they try to work faster.’ [9] 

Problems with ‘disappearing’ items within the postal infrastructure mean eBay’s Guide to shipping to 

Brazil also recommends: ‘Always request insurance for valuable parcels.’ (Some courier companies, 

such as Fastlane, offer free insurance – in the case of Fastlane, of up to £50.) 

Brazil is the fifth largest company in the world. 

Packages delivered via its Correios post office 

network suffer delays created by long distances 

and sometimes poor regional infrastructure 
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The eBay community pages are, sadly, all too full of cautionary tales about what happens to items 

shipped without tracking. One community member on eBay’s Problems Shipping to Brazil page 

writes: ‘Don’t send to Brazil unless you send with Express Mail and you have some way to prove that 

the item was delivered.’ There appear, according to eBay users’ reports, to be issues with both 

Customs and Correios deliveries. Typical feedback from eBay users includes the following comments:  

‘I hate to do it: but I am going to stop shipping to Brazil. Literally one out of every four of my 

shipments get "lost".’ 

‘NEVER ship to Brazil. I am 0 for 4. Every package has been stuck in customs (stolen) and never gets 

delivered. I no longer ship to Brazil.’ 

Perhaps the final word on this should come from a Brazilian eBay user however: ‘I'm Brazilian and I 

have been buying from the US and Europe for 20 years now and I have NEVER lost a single package 

to Brazil… Packages sent via first class international letter arrive in 2 or 3 months and packages sent 

via priority international arrive in 1 month without any problem what so ever!!’ [10] 

 

CLEARING CUSTOMS 

Brazil’s custom procedures may seem complex, but do not present any significant challenge if you 

send items using an international courier service. When using a parcel broker, such as Fastlane 

International, to book your courier service, Custom documents are generated at the time of booking 

quickly and easily. When customers have completed their booking, all they have to do is print out 

the forms and attach them neatly to their parcel for collection by one our carrier partners. 

Once their package has been collected, they will be able to follow its movements with Real-Time 

updates until it arrives safely in Brazil. 

Brazil’s Customs tariff structure can be incredibly confusing – even for seasoned exporters. 

Fortunately, Brazil operates a 'Simplified Tax Regime' for courier imports by post. All items not for 

resale and valued up to US$3,000 (around £2,260) are subject to a flat Import Tax of 60% on the 

value of the import [11] and an additional 18% state tax (VAT). These taxes are paid for by the 

receiver. Note the import tax is based on what is termed the package’s CIF value: the 60% fee is 

charge not just on the Cost of the item sent; but also the price of the Insurance on the item and the 

cost of Freighting the item. 

For example: 

 Shipment with declared value for Customs (inc insurance and delivery) = $1,000 

 USD Import tax 60% = $600  

 USD VAT 18% = $288  

 Total duties & taxes: $888 

For Express services these taxes can be prepaid by the sender through parcel broker services such as 

Fastlane International, for an additional fee. 
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It must be said that Express services items are more likely to be charged with the flat import tax than 

parcels that use Correios, but note that the recipient will be also charged by Correios for its ‘customs 

clearance’ service. Correios normally charges R$150 ($75 – around £56). 

 

 

 

 

BANNED FROM BRAZIL! 

Another obstacle course for shippers is that there are a surprising number of products and items 

that are banned from being sent to Brazil - and these items include some things travellers may well 

need on their visit to the Games: 

Ensure you have enough money or have easy access to cash in Brazil: If you need extra funds and 

can’t access your bank account from a Brazilian cashpoint you could be in trouble. You can’t be 

‘bailed out’ from home as cheques to bearer are banned from being sent through the postal system 

or by courier (except in special cases made out in advance to a business). Nor is it permissible to 

send already active credit cards to Brazil: Credit cards can only be sent (as documents) if 

embossed/printed, consigned to the end user and not activated. 

It is also not permitted to send banknotes to Brazil, nor even stamps that have not been previously 

postmarked. 

There are a number of other items on the prohibited list you may find you need once in Rio: 

If you were planning on ensuring a great view of the games, remember binoculars and monoculars 

are not permitted to be sent to Brazil by parcel.  

And if you are inspired by the Olympic spirit and want some of your sports equipment shipped out, 

remember toys, games and sports requisites; including ‘parts and accessories thereof’ are also 

prohibited from being imported in packages. [12] 

For visitors to Brazil on prescription medication it is strongly recommended you take your full 

required amount with you. Shipping prescription drugs that do not exist in Brazil presents a 

Correios – Brazil’s Post Office - is considered 

one of the country’s most reliable institutions; 

but economy parcels can still take some 

months from overseas; and eBay users warn 

untracked economy parcels can ‘disappear’. 

This iconic VW T2 van is in Correios’ Sedex 

express delivery livery. 
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particular problem: the receiver must provide a ‘purpose letter of use’ and the original prescription 

from the country of origin; and these must be signed by a professional. [13] 

 

PRHOHIBITED: SPORT EQUIPMENT! 

 Olympic national teams will have had to obtain numerous permissions from Brazil’s authorities to 

take their own specialist equipment to the Games (see section: Olympic Teams ‘Fast Laned’). 

Athletes should never attempt to take equipment independently of their national team’s 

arrangement.  

One problem is that there is a ban on shipping all ‘sports requisites; parts and accessories thereof’. 

This is to protect Brazil’s traders against cheap foreign imports and means only authorised athletes 

and teams can import such items. 

Brazil also has further severe prohibitions on items used in events such as the pentathlon, archery 

and shooting. 

Unsurprisingly, all forms are firearms are prohibited: from rifles to revolvers and pistols, sporting 

shot guns and even pistols for firing blank ammunition. Also banned are other arms, and spring, air 

or gas guns. It’s also forbidden to ship ammunition and gun sights into Brazil.  

Fencers would also face considerable problems if trying to ship their equipment independently: 

Sabres and sheaths, daggers, swords and blades for daggers are all banned; and archers etc are likely 

to fall foul of a catch-all prohibition on all obsolete arms. 

The UK media covering the Olympic Games also needs to be aware of restrictions. Brazil prohibits 

the import of ‘television image and sound recorders and reproducers’, and ‘sound recorders and 

reproducers’. Media teams, particularly if not part of a large organisation, should ensure that all 

permissions and licences are in place before travelling with their equipment to Brazil. Media teams 

fall under the legislation covered in the ‘Olympic Teams Fast Laned’ section. 

 

 

 

Brazil’s e-commerce market is booming. This is 

putting the national postal system under strain; 

but the ‘Big 4’ international couriers (DHL, FedEx, 

UPS and TNT) bypass the post office 

infrastructure. 
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DOING BUSINESS IN BRAZIL 

Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world, with a population of approximately 190 million. Even 

though its economy is in recession and has slumped to a 25 year low [14] it is still the world’s sixth 

largest economy and by far the largest in South America. 

The UK Government’s Trade and Investment department (UKTI) says Brazil has one of the world’s 

most rapidly developing economies and a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per head that is greater 

than India and China [15]. 

The UK has a strong and historic trading relationship with Brazil, going back over 200 years. It is the 

UK’s largest trading partner in Latin America with a bilateral trade in goods worth £5.1 billion. This 

grew by 3.5% in 2013. Over the last four years, UK exports to Brazil have grown by 20%, reaching 

£2.5 billion in 2013. 

400 of the world’s 500 largest companies operate in Brazil. These include many UK companies, such 

as Rolls Royce, BG Group, Shell, BP, JCB, Rexam and Experian. 

 

Brazil has an enormous potential for UK companies, but the UKTI warns it will take time, money and 

effort. Challenges include: 

 A complex tax system with high taxes 

 Long journeys between cities and states, where cultures can vary significantly 
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 A lot of importance is put on personal contacts you may need to visit several times before 

securing a deal 

 Brazil is ranked 72 in the Transparency International’s corruption perception index (CPI) 

 Organised crime is a significant problem in some parts of Brazil 

 The UK does not currently have a free trade agreement with Brazil. 

Brazil belongs to Mercosur, South America’s leading trade bloc and the equivalent of the European 

Union (EU). It operates rather like the EU with tariff-free trade between its member states. Mercosur 

encompasses Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Venezuela and has a regional market of over 

250 million people. 

Top UK exports to Brazil include: 

 machinery 

 vehicles 

 pharmaceuticals 

 chemicals 

 plastics 

 beverages 

Brazil also exports a lot of its produce and products. Worldwide its main exports are: 

 Transport equipment,  

 iron ore,  

 soybeans  

 footwear  

 coffee  

 Cars and vans 

 

EXPORTING: BEYOND THE FLAT TAX…  

Exporters doing business in Brazil face considerably more red tape and tariffs than they do shipping 

to the EU, for example. 

Duty rates in Brazil vary from 0% to 35%, with an average duty rate of 22.77%.  

Except for special cases, Customs officials at the Brazilian port or airport will not release exports until 

the importer pays up all taxes due. SISCOMEX –Brazil’s integrated computerized system for handling 

foreign trade transactions – automatically calculates the taxes due on the shipment. Taxes are based 

on the value of goods in Brazilian Reals, using the day’s conversion rate.  

Although the importer is responsible for paying these taxes, it is important for the exporter to know 

how these taxes will affect the competitiveness of their product on the Brazilian market. Taxes 

applied to imported goods are listed below, by order of application [16]. These taxes are more 

commonly known by their Portuguese acronyms, shown in brackets: 

 Merchant Marine Renewal Tax (AFRMM) 

 Import Tax (II) 
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 Industrialized Products Tax (IPI) 

 Merchandise and Services Circulation Tax (ICMS) 

 Contribution to the Social Integration Program and Civil Service Asset Formation Program 

(PIS/PASEP) 

 Contribution to Social Security Financing (COFINS) 

 

AFRMM 

Slower imports into Brazil still face various charges. For example, products arriving by sea face the 

AFRMM port tax. The AFRMM tax (Adicional de Frete para Renovação da Marinha Mercante) is a 

Brazilian tax created to support the development of the merchant marine and of the construction 

and recovery of the Brazilian naval industry. The tax is levied upon unloading operations at all 

Brazilian maritime ports. The non-recoverable AFRMM is set at 25% of the international freight 

amount declared in the shipping documents and represents one of the highest costs for Brazilian 

importers.  

 

II 

The Import Tax (II) protects Brazil’s domestic industries and produce from foreign competition. 

These tariff rates range from 0 to 35% according to the product. In keeping with Brazil’s economic 

policies, these rates can change at any time. The import tariff rate is applied to the “customs value” 

of the goods: the sum of the cost price, insurance covering the goods during shipment, and ocean or 

air freight. 

 

IPI 

The Industrialized Products Tax (IPI) affects both national and foreign products modified in some 

way for consumption or use. Rates generally vary from 0 to 20%. The customs value of the goods 

plus the Import Tax (II) value form the basis for calculating the value of the IPI. 

 

ICMS 

The Merchandize and Services Circulation Tax (ICMS) is a state government VAT. State governments 

levy this tax on all local and foreign products circulating within and between Brazilian states. Rates 

range from zero for essential products to 25% for luxury items. Rates also vary by state: Most states 

apply an 18% rate. 

 

PIS/PASAP and COFINS 

Following a Brazilian Supreme Court ruling on the tax calculation basis for social security taxes, in 

2015 Brazil increased the rates of these taxes for imported goods, with a higher increase for certain 
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specific categories of products (e.g. pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and tyres) resulting in what the EU 

believes are discriminatory treatment of imports and increased market protection. 

For full advice contact the UK Governments Trade and Investment Department: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/world/organisations/uk-trade-investment-brazil 

Items sent to Brazil for resale must not be sent through an Express parcels service. They have to be 

cleared by the Government’s Formal Clearance process at a Government customs facility. Articles for 

resale are likely to need the appointment of a Brazilian Customs Broker at a further cost. 

 

THE FINISHING LINE 

The Brazilian market is relatively highly protected with an applied customs averaging tariff of 13.5% 
[17]. In fact, according to the European Commission's latest Report on Potentially Trade Restrictive 

Measures, over the last two years, Brazil is among the countries that have resorted to the highest 

number of new potentially trade-restrictive measures [18]. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Brazil is a market of great potential but is among 

the countries that have resorted to the highest 

number of new trade restrictive measures. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/world/organisations/uk-trade-investment-brazil
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Fig 1:The world’s most protectionist markets 

 

Courtesy: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/exporting-to-brazil/exporting-to-brazil 

 

However, there a number of negotiations underway that promise to free up access to Brazil. As 

mentioned Brazil is part of Mercosur trading bloc – the South American equivalent to the European 

Union -  and therefore participates in the EU's ongoing negotiations for a free trade agreement with 

that regional group. The UK is still, at the time of writing, a full member of the EU despite the Brexit 

vote, and so qualifies for all current agreements made between the EU and Mercosur. 

A future EU-Mercosur Association Agreement – currently under negotiation – should provide a boost 

to regional trade integration among the countries of Mercosur and stimulate new opportunities for 

trade and investment with the EU by removing tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade.  

The EU-Mercosur Association Agreement will cover, among other issues: trade in goods and 

services; investment; intellectual property rights (IPR) aspects including protection of geographical 

indications; government procurement; technical barriers to trade, and food and agriculture import 

restrictions. Post completion of Brexit, the UK’s status with Mercosur will depend on how its 

negotiations with the EU over access to the single market and other EU markets progress. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/exporting-to-brazil/exporting-to-brazil
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OLYMPIC TEAMS ‘FAST LANED’  

Olympic athletes and officials have been issued a Customs Guide for 2016 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games. http://www.brasil2016.gov.br/en/governance/customs-guide-pdf 

Special ‘fast lane’ arrangements have been put in place for team equipment that bypass many of the 

rules and taxes mentioned previously. Says the guide: ‘Athletes, members of Olympic and 

Paralympic teams, referees and anti-doping professionals, among others, enjoy a more simplified 

treatment of their baggage’. 

A special ‘Olympics law’ (No 12.780 of 2013) has been passed by Brazil that bypasses much of the 

usual red tape and hefty taxes. Olympic teams are classified as ‘non-resident travellers’ and are tax 

exempt on most items they bring into the country. Materials such as sports clothing and equipment, 

medical supplies and equipment, food, equipment for referees and anti-doping professionals, and 

other items are being imported under a special tax ‘regime’. Also under the same regime are 

trophies, medals, plates, statues, badges, and banners and flags. 

The obvious exception to this is firearms, which can be imported temporarily for the Olympics 

through authorization by the Brazilian Army under a Transit Guide that allows the circulation of 

firearms in the country. The application for the temporary licence must be by each country’s official 

Olympic representatives. 

Equipment can be imported either by individual athletes when they arrive in Brazil; by one official in 

charge of all the goods being imported by a delegation, or through an international courier.  Under 

the ‘Olympics law’ a number of the strict rules governing couriers have been waived. Couriers have 

been able to import team’s items without the imposition of import taxes from January 1 this year, 

and can do so until September 18, 2016, providing all shipments are door-to-door. However, 

customs clearing by the courier company is only allowed if the consignee of the imported goods is a 

non-resident private individual. 

During this period couriered Olympic equipment, new or used, is not subject to Brazil’s usual $3,000 

US dollar limit on the value of imports before full taxes kick in, and the courier company itself is 

Heightened security for the Games is likely to 

add to the strains on Brazil’s road network. 

http://www.brasil2016.gov.br/en/governance/customs-guide-pdf
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responsible for and carries out all procedures for the entry of the goods in the country and for 

customs clearance, providing it delivers the imported goods directly to the addressee at the address 

of the consignee in Brazil. 

Only courier transport companies licensed by the Federal Revenue of Brazil (Customs) can execute 

customs clearance; these include Fastlane’s partners DHL, UPS and TNT. 

There is a concerning clause on the Olympics’ ‘fast lane’ legislation, however, Sports delegations and 

referees’ teams and anti-doping professionals, even in situations of release from customs 

declaration, are not exempt from presenting their goods to customs control, should it be asked by 

the customs authority.  Given the current issues experienced at Customs this could lead to worrying 

delays.  

In this situation, a member of the delegation, or a person responsible for the customs clearance of 

the items, needs to be there to accompany the physical inspection; this person should be ready to 

give all the information requested by the authorities. 

The worry is that officials may use their right to examine team equipment during their ongoing strike 

period; which could even delay events and draw attention to their grievances. While there has been 

no specific threat to do this, the potential is there and, as we have seen, the tax officials’ union boss, 

Claudio Damasceno, claims: "If the strike continues it will certainly disrupt the Olympics." 

 However, with the Brazilian Government so keen to make a success of the Games such a situation 

would be unlikely to be permitted, with the eyes of the world on Rio. 

 

 

SECURITY AND THE ZIKA VIRUS 

A number of particular challenges face Rio 2016, including the spread of global terrorism and fears 

over the Zika virus. The Brazilian authorities say there is a combined security force of 85,000 people 

‘guaranteeing’ the security of the Olympic Village, the sports venues and key infrastructure, such as 

the city's airports and main roads. Security personnel from 55 countries will be involved in securing 

the Games. This is good news for visitors and athletes, but extra security checks are likely to add 

further to transit times for all packages – and particularly for any items being delivered into the 

Olympic villages, etc. 

Athletes should not take equipment 

independently of their national team’s 

arrangements. Sports gear, firearms, fencing 

equipment etc are all prohibited items except 

when imported under Brazil’s temporary Olympic 

rules. 
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Fears over the Zika virus have led to the withdrawal of athletes participating in events such as golf 

and tennis. However, the virus is unlikely to impact on deliveries between Brazil and the UK as the 

virus requires contact with an Aedes species of mosquito or person to person contact to spread. It 

cannot be transferred simply by contact with a parcel. 

However, there is a rapidly growing market for products such as mosquito repelling blankets and 

perfumes that double as bug repellents etc. If you are sending products containing chemicals - either 

for business or personal use - note that Brazil has very strong regulations around pharmaceuticals 

and chemicals and many such items will be prohibited from shipment by parcel. 

 

 

 

OLYMPIC GOLD 

As we’ve seen, shipping items to Brazil is something of an Olympic event. However, with a little 

forward planning and by using an international courier to take care of customs paperwork and avoid 

the Brazilian post office system (Correios), your business can still be a winner. 

 For businesses looking to export to Brazil the size of the market means it is well worthwhile taking 

the time and care to overcome the rather complex customs process and protectionist marketplace. 

The UK’s trade with Brazil is worth £5.1 billion and moves are underway to remove many of the most 

protectionist measures still in place. 

Brazil will present a hugely busy market throughout the Olympic period, and for a post-Brexit Britain, 

could spell a number of significant new trade opportunities. 

It is true that the Brazilian post office’s infrastructure is creaking under the strain; that it is still a 

protectionist economy; that its customs procedures that are slow and arcane; and too many 

shipments do ‘disappear’. It’s also concerning that some Olympic events could be held up if customs 

officials exercise the right to examine Olympic team’s equipment at short notice during their 

ongoing strike period. 

But with the Brazilian Government anxious to make this Olympic Games period run as smoothly as 

possible; Olympic teams will hopefully have cleared most hurdles by the time of the Opening 

The world will be watching Brazil during the 

games. It is to be hoped the customs strike does 

not impact on the Games themselves. 
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Ceremony. A successful Games should help to make Brazil an even more attractive market for UK 

business. With imports to Brazil worth £2.5bn to the UK alone and $21.4bn worldwide, and 

productive EU- Mercosur negotiations ironing out many of these issues, it’s a market UK exporters 

would be ill advised to ignore. To paraphrase Frank Sinatra: ‘They’ve got an awful lot of business in 

Brazil.’ 
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ABOUT FASTLANE INTERNATIONAL  

International online courier Fastlane International® has been pioneering the growth of home 
deliveries and advanced b2b technology for 30 years. Fastlane strategically partners with the world's 
leading logistics companies, including DHL, UPS and TNT to provide a flexible, cost-effective range of 
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